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Abstract: Presently employed Internet Protocol (IP) stack possesses number of architectural problems. The contemporary research direction for the improvement of present Internet architecture mainly focuses on the use of real identifiers instead of IP addresses for host identification in the network. However, the proposed architectures mostly discuss the infrastructure oriented network models and minimal research has been conducted in the direction of proposals for ad hoc networks. In order to resolve the present limitations of ad hoc networks, we describe an implementation of a novel identifier based ad hoc network protocol stack and architecture known as IDHOCNET (Identifier based ad hoc network). The architecture proposes a novel paradigm of identifier based applications for multi-hop wireless ad hoc environment. The proposed system further provides backward compatibility to support co-existence with IP based applications. As a proof of concept, the architecture has been implemented on Linux platform with WiFi interfaces. Various practical scenarios with architectural insight are presented to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Current Internet Protocol (IP) based networking model was proposed almost four decades ago [1]. Since its inception, there has been unprecedented growth of Internet. The core architecture of Internet is based on assumption of wired networks with infrastructure support. The design of Internet is deeply embedded in Internet Protocol (IP) address. IP address has a topological bearing and it is assigned by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)[2].

In order to ensure proper functioning of the network of such an enormous size a number of infrastructure component are integrated in the architecture. These include Domain Name Systems (DNS) [3], Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) [4], Network Address Translator (NAT) [5], etc. In the Internet, DNS servers are placed across the globe to resolve the IP addresses for the named entities which the user seeks. However, after the resolution of name to corresponding IP, the regular Internet traffic always flows on the basis of IP addresses. The current Internet implementation possesses number of issues and researchers have provided critique on the architectural problems of Internet [6]-[7]. These problems include Multihoming, Dual/Overriding role of IP address as identifier of the host and locator of the host. The structure of the IP address as an identifier is also a debatable aspect. IP address is assigned when a host joins the network. When the host moves to another network all the previous connections or associations of previous point of attachment are lost.

When the Internet based architecture is applied to the ad hoc networking scenario the problems increase manifold. In ad hoc networking environment nodes are placed wirelessly and their positions are not fixed. Moreover, there is no support of infrastructure components like DNS, DHCP or NAT servers in ad hoc network settings. The biggest problem of ad hoc networks is the IP address auto configuration problem. There are numerous proposals which are based on different mechanisms for ensuring unique assignment of IP addresses in all nodes of the network [8]-[9]. Moreover, naming of the nodes in a distributed manner is also problematic [10]. A figurative representation to the problems of ad hoc networking realized by IP centric approach is depicted in Figure 1.

The core problems inherent to the present architecture instigated the Internet architecture research. The main direction of the proposals is derived from the pioneer work of Stoica et.al [11]. They suggested an Internet Indirection Infrastructure (I²) strategy in which each entity is identified by its identifier. I² uses a special gateway for redirection of the packets to appropriate locations in the networks. The research area is now categorized as ID/Locator Split concept.

Rigorous reviews of ID/Locator based architectures is available in [12] and [13]. Among large number of ID/Locator split architectures popular architectures include Heterogeneity Inclusion and Mobility Adaptation (HIMALIS) [14], Mobile Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) [15], Mobility and Multihoming supporting Identifier Locator Split Architecture (MILSA) [16], Enhanced Mobility and Multihoming supporting Identifier Locator Split Architecture (EMILSA) [17], Domain Insulated Autonomous Network Architecture (DIANA) [18] etc.

It is important to appreciate that the architectures are proposed for infrastructure based networks and cannot be directly used for ad hoc networking scenarios. Very little research has been conducted for adaptation of ID/Locator Split concept to the ad hoc networking case. In [19] authors provide a ID/Locator mapping system for the mobile ad hoc network whereas in [20] a routing strategy based on ID/Locator split is proposed. The works cited above are mainly focused on analytical models and simulation studies and very limited work has been carried out in the direction of a practical prototype ready to use by others.

In order to address the above problems related to the inherent problems of IP based networks with reference to its application in ad hoc networking, we propose an alternative protocol stack and architecture. Instead of adapting the simulation based strategy for verification our approach is
based on the working prototype of the system. For the plausibility of the system in multi hop wireless ad hoc network settings the developed software was deployed on number of nodes and various network parameters were collected.

Figure 1. Problems of IP Centric realization of ad hoc networks

Moreover, alternative to IP based application, a novel Identifier based light weight applications design paradigm with practical applications is also presented in this paper. The prototype is built on Linux platform with open source application programming interfaces. The detailed implementation is given in the ensuing paragraphs. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives practical design issues and problems of IP centric applicability for ad hoc networking case. Section 3 provides the system design details of the identifier based ad hoc protocol stack and architecture. Section 4 provides implementation insight of proposed architecture based on Linux platform. Section 5 provides the process flows of the implemented prototype. Section 6 provides results and discussion of various test performed on the prototype of the identifier based system. Finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Design considerations and related issues

There are number of issues inherent in the IP centric approach when it is applied to the ad hoc networking domain. In the following paragraphs an insight of such problems is given.

2.1 IP Address Auto-configuration problems

One of the major problems of IP centric ad hoc network approach is IP address uniqueness problem. There are numerous IP address auto configuration protocols. Some latest IP address auto configuration proposal include filter based auto configuration [21], Ensemble based approach [22] and Auto configuration for 6LoWPAN [23] and cluster based approach [24]. IP Address auto configuration protocol or service must run to ensure unique IP addresses of each peer. As an example a real implementation of MANET known as High Level MANET Protocol (HLMP) API, uses strong and weak duplicate address detection (DAD) mechanism [25]-[26] for Auto configuration support. The use of Auto configuration adds complexity to the overall software stack and further adds communication overhead. The use of IP Address Auto configuration can be avoided if IP addresses are not used as an identifier. Identifiers like MAC addresses can be converted in the form of identifiers as shown in Figure 2. IMSI, IMEI, telephone or mobile numbers can also be used as an identifier. Our work of identifier based auto configuration [27], uses identifiers for packet forwarding and path establishment purposes. As all types of packets including path establishment, IP based application data, ID based application data are forwarded on the basis of real identifiers, IP address auto configuration service is not required. In the proposed system IP addresses based applications are implemented by using private address map available at each node. At the receiving side the data is injected to the TCP/IP protocol stack of the node.

Figure 2. MAC Address to MAC ID conversion

2.2 Locators in ad hoc networks

In Internet IP address holds hierarchical information. Around the globe Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigns the IP addresses to different networks located in various parts of the world. IANA assigns these addresses to Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) situated around the globe, where each RIR further assigns the allocated addresses to the Internet Service providers in their respective regions. In the present scenario of IP based ad hoc network settings. Each host is assigned an IP address, however due to the weak topology in ad hoc networks and highly dynamic topology in case of Mobile ad hoc networks the topology orientation of IP address losses its meanings.

As an example shown in Figure 3a, OLSR[28] is running on a number of ad hoc hosts at time $T_0$. At the stated snapshot a node identified by 20.0.0.1 has 20.0.0.3 as its one hop peer and 20.0.0.4 as its two hop peer. The node can reach its two hop peer by the help of its one hop peer. At later time say $T_1$ as shown in Figure 3b, due to the dynamicity of the network one hop and two hop peers of the hosts are changed. It can be appreciated that IP addresses in such cases have no role on the basis of their structure settings to get to another peer. Thus the role of IP address as a locator in infrastructure network cannot be fulfilled in ad hoc networking scenarios. It is pertinent to mention 802.11s [29] wireless mesh networking standard(Figure 3c) in which routing is based on MAC addresses. But due to the requirement of IP based identification, a particular host is only identified on the basis of a unique IP address. Further all applications are based on IP based stack. Therefore each host possesses an IP to MAC mapping in their network stack.

Considering these cases, a flat identifier is more suitable which could identify the node and further route the packet to the destination on the basis of the next hop identifier.
hexadecimal numbers. Figure 5 illustrate structure of IPv4 blocks of 01 byte each. More extended version of IP address based on the dotted decimal notation having 04 decimal communication entity. The structure of an IPv4 address is

In Internet, IP address holds the role of identifier of the

Figure 4 shows the routing tables of an identifier based path establishment scenario. In the available scenario every node can send packets on the basis of identifier of the peer.

2.3 Identification in ad hoc settings

In Internet, IP address holds the role of identifier of the communication entity. The structure of an IPv4 address is based on the dotted decimal notation having 04 decimal blocks of 01 byte each. More extended version of IP address IPv6 is 4 times larger and represented in the form of hexadecimal numbers. Figure 5 illustrate structure of IPv4 and IPv6 IP addresses.

![Figure 3b. OLSR running at time T1](image)

![Figure 3c. 802.11s established path view](image)

Moreover there is considerable addition of communication overhead after such services are in operation.

An alternative approach for node identification is through the use of proper identifiers like MAC ID, Global telephone or mobile numbers, IMSI, IMEI etc. When such identifiers are used the naming and name resolution services are not required. Therefore the design of the overall system will become simplified. Moreover considerable amount of networking bandwidth can be saved.

2.4 Multiple identifiers in a packet

In an IP based ad hoc networks a transmitted packet contains different identifiers. Figure 6 shows the captured frame by wireshark in ad hoc network settings when an OLSR based network and 802.11s network were configured. It is pertinent to note that same type of frame is received at the destination node.

The received frame contains source and destination MAC address and as well as source and destination IP addresses.

An alternative approach for node identification is through the use of proper identifiers like MAC ID, Global telephone or mobile numbers, IMSI, IMEI etc. When such identifiers are required. Therefore the design of the overall system will become simplified. Moreover considerable amount of networking bandwidth can be saved.

3. Architectural Details

Architecture of the proposed IDHOCNET system is presented in the ensuing paragraphs. A comparison of IDHOCNET with the available IP based ad hoc network approach is shown in Table 1.

3.1 Identifiers of the proposed system

In real world a person assumes different roles and moves to various locations to perform different activities as shown in Figure 7. In every such scenario a person assumes different identification and holds different identifiers, like living in a home a person is identified by a name. In the scenario of university there is unique student identity card number, like 1234-98-99 which signifies roll number 1234 of 1998/99 batch. In an office an employee number is allocated, like ABC-123 where ABC is the company name and 123 is the serial number. Living in a country a national identity card number is assigned to a person, like 42201-XXXXX111-4. If a global presence is required there are established means like global telephone and cell phone numbers. Moreover, a number of globally unique identifiers of the devices like MAC Addresses, IMSI and IMEI numbers are common. There exist different realms in which a person can work and an ad hoc network can be formed in each of such realm. Necessary security can be associated with a particular realm.

In the proposed id based architecture a person will be required to use a unique identifier for communication and identification in a particular realm.
3.2 Identifiers Based Communication

An identifier is a unique entity in the context of a realm in which a particular ad hoc network has been established. In the strict sense, the identifier in the proposed architecture is hardware ID installed apriori in a host. Such a hardware ID can be translated in packet headers for establishing the means of communication. As an example, the architecture uses MAC address as an Identifier as it is easily translatable to an ID. After translation it can be observed that the identifier in the proposed architecture is the strict sense, the identifier in the proposed architecture is.

Figure 8. Identifiers contacts

3.3 Protocol stack of identifier based network

As compared to regular IP based architecture which uses a full 802.11 MAC header, IDHOCNET uses a minimal pseudo 802.11 header of 04 bytes. Figure 9 a. shows the IP based protocol stack used by 802.11 based MAC and the proposed IDHOCNET architecture in Figure 9 b. The end to end communication between the entities in IDHOCNET is achieved by using the identity layer instead of IP layer. The protocol stack supports a novel type of applications which can be realized in IDHOCNET. These are identifier based network applications.

In the proposed system all the data whether routing or application based is transmitted on the basis of identifiers. The support for contemporary IP based applications is provided by the private IP address map which is maintained by each node of the IDHOCNET system. The detail of IP based application provisioning is given in the ensuing paragraphs. Another aspect which is achieved in the system is by running all IP based applications by the identifier of the remote host. This aspect is further covered in section 5.2.1

3.4 Private IP Address Map

The protocol stack supports IP based applications through the use of private IP address map implemented locally at each node. As shown in Figure 10, a view of private IP address map at an IDHOCNET node is shown. A virtual interface is initialized in the protocol stack. Whenever the node requires IP based communication with another node a private IP address is added to the map and a synonym of the interface is initialized. Furthermore a filter rule is added by IDHOCNET for all the outgoing traffic when user runs an IP based application on the respective IP address configured for the remote peer. Upon capture of the outgoing IP packet in IDHOCNET system, the respective ID is obtained from the network table and an ID based packet is transmitted from the system.

3.5 Frame Formats

IDHOCNET uses ID based frames for application data exchange and communication establishment between the peers. Figure 11. shows the basic frame types of IDHOCNET. For every message to transmit through the WiFi interface a pseudo 802.11 header of 04 bytes is added before the ID based header.
A realm identifier is added which indicates the domain in which a particular ad hoc network has been formed. A realm can be formed in which all users are communicating with each other by using a particular type of identifier. As an example, a realm can be formed in which all users use their MAC ID, in other setting users can use their global telephone numbers, etc.

Following are the message types of IDHOCNET:
- RREQ packet
- RREP packet
- Data packet

Other type of frames can be added to the system for performing other type of operations.

The general processing of the frame when received at the Wifi interface is illustrated at the algorithm at Figure 12.

3.6 ID based application design

An Inter Process Communication (IPC) is a mechanism through which applications can exchange data. As shown in Figure 13, an ID based application is designed by using an Inter Process Communication (IPC) facility of the system. Such a mechanism must not depend on IP based protocol stack.

4. Implementation Details

4.1 Sockets APIs of IDHOCNET

IDHOCNET uses various sockets API for achieving its functionalities. The interfaces of IDHOCNET with sockets API is illustrated in Figure 14. The function of sockets API used by IDHOCNET is listed below:
- Netlink Sockets [30] for capturing the IP based packets
- Packet Sockets [31] for injection and capturing of packets from Wifi interface
- Local Name Space Socket [32] for implementing ID based application the socket uses name for communicating with IDHOCNET
- Raw Sockets [33]-[34] for injecting the received IP based packet to the active IP based application, the packet is received by the standard TCP/UDP socket [35]-[36].

IDHOCNET uses monitor mode interface[37] for receiving and injecting the packets. The monitor mode allows injection of user defined packets and capturing of raw Wifi packets. The interface is a standard option and all present day Wifi cards support monitor mode.

4.2 Private IP Address Map

For supporting IP based applications in IDHOCNET a virtual interface say eth0, is used by IDHOCNET system. Whenever a node needs IP based application execution with another node a private IP address is initialized by using the ifconfig utility. A counter is maintained by the node which accounts for the number of private IP addresses already assigned for the peers in contact. As all the IP addresses are assigned and used local or private to the node therefore there is no need to maintain network wide uniqueness of the IP addresses. Therefore Auto configuration service is not required. Figure 15 shows a private IP address map of IDHOCNET when two nodes are in contact.

4.3 Threads of IDHOCNET

In order to efficiently perform various events, IDHOCNET main process is designed as a multithreaded IDHOCNET uses three in number POSIX [38][39] threads which perform the following functions:
- Main thread - receives wireless packets
- IDServer thread - receives ID based application data
- Netfilter thread – receives IP packets data
4.4 ID Based Application Implementation

ID based application interaction is shown in Figure 16. At step 1 an ID based application creates its namespac e socket with the name /tmp/mysocket. Names of different ID based applications are distinct. At step 2 IDHOCNET also creates its name socket with the name /tmp/idserver. A dedicated POSIX thread is used for processing the data captured by the IDHOCNET server socket. All the ID based applications will be required to connect to this server socket for sending their data to the IDHOCNET system. At step 3 the ID based application sends the data to the IDHOCNET socket. At step 4 the IDHOCNET receives the data. In step 5 IDHOCNET sends the received data to the ID based application. In step 6 the application consumes the data.

5. IDHOCNET Process Flows

5.1 Communication Establishment Mechanism

In order to exchange application data a communication path between the peers is required to be established. Reactive and proactive approaches are two popular path establishment mechanisms in ad hoc networking. The architecture of IDHOCNET supports both types of approaches. Presently, the implemented mode of path establishment strategy is adapted from simplified version of AODV[40] protocol known as AODVjr[41]. Functioning of AODV protocol is available in [42]. A number of additional procedures are added in the protocol for supporting additional functionalities supported by IDHOCNET. Moreover the biggest difference between the traditional ad hoc networking path establishment strategy is based on IP address and TCP/IP stack, whereas IDHOCNET is based on real identifiers. In the ensuing paragraphs a detail of path establishment mechanism is presented.

The path establishment process is started, whenever a node wants to send data to another node. All nodes in IDHOCNET support Route Request and Route Reply procedure as shown in the algorithms at Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively.

As an example shown in Figure 19, Node A with identifier ‘123’ wants to establish communication with another node D with identifier ‘126’. At step 1, node A starts an ID based application and initiates a Route Request (RREQ) toward node D. At step 2 IDHOCNET transmits the RREQ packet through the Wireless interface operating in monitor mode. Now the RREQ packet traversed through the intermediate nodes as shown in Figure 20. During each step of the traversal a reverse path towards node A is initialized in each node which processes the RREQ. When the packet reaches the node D, which is the destination node a number of actions occur which include:

- Private IP address allocation for node A (20.0.0.2)
- IP table rule for outgoing packets for the respective private IP address
- An IP versus ID entry in the host configuration file
- IP table rule for the outgoing packet is added to capture the packet with destination address 20.0.0.2 in the IDHOCNET core application and make it compatible to ID based packet for further transmission. The last action of mapping in the host configuration files, allows running all IP based applications as ID based applications.

Now node D initiates a RREP message towards node A. During the traversal each node sends unicast RREP as per the already configured path. Finally the RREP packet reaches node A at step 3, as shown in Figure 19. At step 4 a private IP address for node D is initialized. At step 5 an IPtable rule for outgoing packet is added for node D’s private IP address. At step 6 an IP versus ID mapping is added to the host configuration file. At step 7 the IDHOCNET sends the connected message to the ID based application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm - Algorithm for RREQ message traversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node x Receives a message M of type RREQ where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source =P and destination =Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (M is RREQ and x is not Q) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (RREQ is already relayed by x) then {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop M;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (RREQ is not relayed) then {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create or update Route entry for P in network table;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast M;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (M is RREQ and x is Q) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (RREQ already processed) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop all M;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (RREQ not processed) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create or update Route entry for P in network table;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign private IP address to node P;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send an iptables rule for the private IP address;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialize IP to ID mapping in host configuration;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send unicast RREP Message;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. RREQ processing algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm - Algorithm for RREP message traversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node x Receives a message N of type RREP where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source =Q and destination =P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (N is RREP and x is not P) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Route entry for the Q node;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send unicast RREP towards P;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (N is RREP and x is P) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create or update Route entry for Q in network table;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign private IP address to node Q;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set an iptables rule for the private IP address;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialize IP to ID mapping in host configuration;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18. RREP processing algorithm

5.2 Application execution process flows

5.2.1 IP application process flow

After the path has been established between the end points it is possible to run conventional IP based or ID based applications between the peers. Due to the presence of IP to ID binding in the hosts configuration file a user can directly use the identifier of the peer to run conventional IP based applications. The IP packet generated is captured by the IDHOCNET by making of Libnetfilter_queue and Libnfnetlink[43]. Further the IP address is used for resolving the identifier associated with the private IP address and the constructed ID based packet is sent through the packet socket.
interface. Figure 21 and 22 show the process flow of IP based application between node A and node D. In Figure 21 at step 1 user A issues PING command with the identifier of node D. The private IP address of node D is resolved by gethostbyname() call embedded in the PING application at step 2. After the resolution of the IP address at step 3 the IP address is available in the PING application. The application socket sends the data to the protocol stack at step 4. Due to the IP table rule for the outgoing packet IDHOCNET captures the IP packet at step 5. The next hop identifier for node D is resolved at step 6 and IDHOCNET transmits the packet for Node D. The packet is received after the routing by intermediate nodes by Node D. In Figure 22 the wireless interface of Node D receives the packet at step 1. The private IP address configured for node A is acquired from the network table. IDHOCNET injects the packet to the protocol stack in step 2. After the injection an outgoing PING reply is generated by the system. Due to the configured IP table rule the IP packet is captured by IDHOCNET at step 3. The next hop identifier is determined for node A at step 4 and packet is transmitted for routing by the intermediate nodes. After the packet reaches Node A as shown in Figure 21, the private IP address for node D is found from the network table at step 7. IP packet is constructed and injected to the TCP/IP stack at step 8. The packet is received by the PING application at step 9.

5.2.2 ID Application Process Flow
ID based application is a novel paradigm and offers an alternative to IP based applications. Figure 23 and 24 shows an identifier based PING application. Throughout the process flow there is no requirement to refer IP address. Moreover TCP/IP protocol stack is not involved in ID based application provisioning. In Figure 23 at step 1 node A sends an ID based ping to node D by using an ID based application. The data is received by IDHOCNET at step 2. Network table is referred to see the next hop address at step 3. ID based packet is sent through the wireless interface at step 4. The packet is traversed through the intermediate nodes and reaches node D. As shown in Figure 24, node D receives the packet at step 1. The network table is referred at step 2 to know the next hop identifier for node A. The packet is analyzed by IDHOCNET as ID based ping request. An ID based ping reply is sent at step 2. The ID based ping reply reaches back to node A as shown in Figure 23 at step 5. IDHOCNET sends the ping reply to the respective application step 6.

6. Experimentation and evaluations
6.1 Experimental settings
An experimental setup was prepared to run various experiments. On each node Ubuntu 12.04 LTS [44] was install as operating system. In order to provide exactly similar protocol stack the operating system was installed using an image built by Remastersys [45]. Each node supported three types of operating and forwarding mechanisms or protocols which include:
- IDHOCNET – Identifier based forwarding
- OLSR - Layer3 (IP based forwarding)
- 802.11s – Layer2 (Link Layer based forwarding)
OLSR and 802.11s were used for comparing the data flows of IDHOCNET with standard IP based environments. In total 06 in number machines were used to build a multihop testbed as shown in Figure 25. Number of hops were increased one by one and data was send by using one of the forwarding mechanism as discussed above. Packet data was collected using Wireshark tool [46] for further analysis.

6.2 IP based applications execution
Various IP based application were executed on the IDHOCNET platform. Due to the feature of directly using the node identifier of the remote peer it is possible to run all the IP based applications using the identifier.

6.2.1 Ping
IDHOCNET was used for running an IP based PING application. Identifiers were configured on the host and PING command was issued after the path establishment between the peers. Figure 26 shows the successful PING operation. It can be seen that identifier is used for running the PING application.

6.2.2 Hosted Web Application
In another configuration setting a Client Server based scenario was tested using IDHOCNET. In one of the IDHOCNET node with identifier 4220106958841 an APACHE HTTP [47] server was installed. An application with functionality to tell the current temperature of the surrounding was hosted on the server. Different clients connected with the host. An application run from one of the client browser is depicted in Figure 27. The server service is requested using its identifier and the default application sent the current temperature.

Welcome to the temperature update centre
The current temperature of the surrounding is 31 Degree Centigrade.

Figure 27. Accessing a hosted application by using browser
6.3 ID based applications execution

Novel ID based applications were implemented on the IDHOCNET nodes. Such applications do not require the use of IP based protocol stack. It can be seen that IP equivalent ID based applications can be designed.

6.3.1 ID based chat application

An ID based chat application has been successfully developed as per the proposed design. After the path establishment phase a peer can send the data to the other end as shown in Figure 28. The sent data is received at the other end as shown in Figure 29.

6.3.2 ID based PING application

An IP based equivalent application for PING was designed and implemented with the name IDPING. The application execution is shown in Figure 30. A ping request was sent for the respective identifier. After the ping reply has been received status of the received bytes is visible to the user.

6.4 Overhead comparison for IP based applications

Table 2 shows the size of frames in Bytes required for forwarding a 20 byte IP packet with 30 bytes of payload. Figure 31 shows the graphical plot of the same data. The size of the frames used by IDHOCNET requires least number of bytes to transmit the required IP packet. Moreover it is also possible to not send the source and destination IPv4 addresses (frame at d) to save another 8 bytes. This option is possible due to the implementation of private IP addresses.

Table 2. Comparison of protocol overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>MAC (Bytes)</th>
<th>IP (Bytes)</th>
<th>Data (Bytes)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Link Layer</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. IP Layer</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. IDHOCNET</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. IDHOCNET (No src, des IP)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31. Size of different forwarding mechanisms

6.5 Analysis of VoIP Application

Voice over IP application are very popular in Internet. The core frame structure of VoIP application is composite and comprises of RTP, UDP and IP frames. An experiment to analyze the behaviour of RTP/UDP/IP was conducted on the multihop testbed. Three types of forwarding mechanisms were used which include IDHOCNET, OLSR and 802.11s. For each configuration number of hops was increased one by one and data was gathered by using Wireshark tool. The RTP/UDP/IP stream was generated by using RTPTools[48]. As shown in Figure 32 the delay jitter of the IDHOCNET is found to be lower than OLSR and 802.11s. The major factors which affect delay jitter include routing table updates, packet processing at the forwarding nodes and congestion in the network.

Figure 32. Delay Jitter in different forwarding mechanisms

Packet Loss ratio is also calculated for all the forwarding mechanisms in different hop configuration as shown in Figure 33. The packet loss ratio of 802.11s is more than OLSR and IDHOCNET mechanisms. The packet loss ratio of IDHOCNET and OLSR is almost similar.
Figure 33. Packet Loss Ratio in different mechanisms

7. Conclusions

An ID based Ad hoc Network (IDHOCNET) framework has been designed as an aim to solve number of limitations of IP based ad hoc networks. A prototype of the proposed system has been implemented in Linux platform. A novel ID based application paradigm has been implemented, where as contemporary IP based application can also be executed in the proposed system. In the proposed framework, it is possible to use identifier while running the IP based application. Future work may include development of a Kernel module for the implemented features of IDHOCNET which is expected to improve the system performance. Security provision is an important aspect for ad hoc networks future work may include security implementation for IDHOCNET framework.
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**Figure 4.** Routing and Identification on the basis of identifiers
Table 1. Comparison of IP based ad hoc networks and IDHOCNET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>IP Centric</th>
<th>ID Centric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End point Identification</td>
<td>Uses IP addresses</td>
<td>Uses real world identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-configuration</td>
<td>Requires Auto-configuration service</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realm support</td>
<td>No concept of realm exists</td>
<td>Supports formation of different realms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network configuration</td>
<td>SSID, Auto configuration, IP address, IP Address particular series, Naming and name resolution</td>
<td>Minimal only pre configured identifiers are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifiers in a packet</td>
<td>MAC Address and IP addresses</td>
<td>Only identifiers are transmitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing basis</td>
<td>IP addresses</td>
<td>Identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming &amp; Name Resolution</td>
<td>Requires naming and name resolution</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-homing</td>
<td>Does not support</td>
<td>Supports multi-homing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Issue</td>
<td>Complex to handle</td>
<td>Simple to handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward Compatibility</td>
<td>Supports only IP based services</td>
<td>Supports ID and IP services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformity</td>
<td>Different nodes assume roles to support mechanisms like Auto configuration, name resolution, etc.</td>
<td>All nodes are truly peers and assume similar role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Complex software stack due to multiple configuration and service requirements</td>
<td>Simple identifier based software stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP address variation</td>
<td>Variations are expected due to dynamic environment</td>
<td>No variations due to private address mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity support to ID/Loc split architectures</td>
<td>Not adaptable</td>
<td>Easily adaptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Support</td>
<td>IP based applications</td>
<td>IP based applications and novel ID based applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Different realms for ad hoc network settings

Figure 14. Sockets API interactions of IDHOCNET
Figure 16. ID based application design and interaction in IDHOCNET

Figure 19. Communication establishment between peers
Figure 20. Flow of RREQ and RREP between IDHOCNET nodes

Figure 21. Data exchange between IDHOCNET and IP based application
Figure 22. Remote peer view of IP based application

Figure 23. Data exchange between IDHOCNET and ID based application

Figure 24. Remote peer view for ID based application